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Welcome New Representatives

- AMRL = AASHTO Materials Reference Laboratory
What’s New?
2008 AMRL Status Report

- Please take one...
NTPEP Auditing Program for Manufacturers of Reinforcing Steel Bar and HDPE Thermoplastic Pipe

The auditing program is a cooperative effort between two AASHTO programs: the National Transportation Product Evaluation Program (NTPEP) and the AASHTO Materials Reference Laboratory (AMRL). The objective of the program is to provide a method for evaluating a manufacturer’s production process and ability to consistently produce quality products.

The NTPEP Auditing Program was developed with input from the state Departments of Transportation and the manufacturing industry. Oversight is provided by the applicable NTPEP Project Panels.

The program is run by full-time, dedicated, and independent staff. Specifier and consumer bodies can save their resources and rely on this comprehensive, national auditing program to identify qualified producers.

An AMRL/NTPEP Audit consists of:
- A review of quality documents
- Current AASHTO and ASTM standards
- Training and competency evaluation records
- Quality Management System (Quality Manual)
- Equipment calibration records
- Personnel Interviews
- Product Traceability from Yard Inspection
- Sample/Yard Inspection and Production Line Walkthrough
- Quality Control Testing

For more information about the AMRL/NTPEP Program, log on to www.amrl.net or contact Katheryn Koretz of AMRL at (301) 975-8970.
We Need You – You Need You

The following states have already observed HDPE Pipe Audits:
- Georgia
- Texas
- Utah
- Oregon
- Alabama
- Indiana
- Wisconsin
- Iowa
- Minnesota
Mercury Update

- Need to be more proactive
- Need to discuss the words that are starting to be balloted
The New Books
2005 AASHTO Standard Specifications for Transportation

Buyer or seller of this item? Sign in for your status

Buy It Now price: US $100.00  Buy It Now >

Best Offer

Make Offer >

End time: 21 hours 25 mins (Aug-04-08 14:49:57 PDT)
Shipping costs: US $30.00
US Postal Service First Class Mail®
Service to United States (more services)
Ships to: United States
Item location: Littlestown, Pennsylvania, United States

You can also: Watch This Item
Get SMS or IM alerts | Email to a friend

Meet the seller
Seller: bowkillrus (112 ⭐)  Power Seller
Feedback: 100 % Positive
Member: since Aug-28-01 in United States
- See detailed feedback
- Ask seller a question
- Add to Favorite Sellers
- View seller's other items

Buy safely
1. Check the seller's reputation
 Score: 112 | 100% Positive
 See detailed feedback

2. Check how you're protected

PayPal Up to $2,000 in buyer protection. See eligibility
Another ebay Treasure
Here is a great coffee cup from AASHTO-TEXAS. One side of the cup says "AASHTO-TE", "San Antonio, TX", "June '98". The other side has a great red Texas logo, with Welcome to Texas in blue. The cup is white inside & out, and almost 3 3/4 inches tall, with a diameter of about 3 inches, excluding the handle. The bottom says "Made in China/Headwind". Cup is in mint condition; it does not appear to have ever been used. I have shown both sides of the cup in this photo; there is only one cup.
Jack and His Vices